
Faster and More Accurate Sorting
Put walls optimize batch picking and high-speed 
sortation operations with a process sometimes 
called “pick-to-light in reverse”.

With Put-to-Light, operators scan an item, and 
immediately the location representing an order 
illuminates. Workers distribute items accordingly, 
and extinguish the light once each task is 
complete.

From straight forward scan-and-put workstations 
and put walls, to more complex sortation 
applications, put-to-light is a space-efficient and 
economical method of fast, high-quality order 
sortation.

Lightning Pick put walls, put workstations 
and other put-to-light solutions offer major 
operational efficiency gains including increased 
speed, accuracy and productivity.

Applications
 f E-commerce order fulfillment
 f Returns processing
 f Secondary batch pick sortation
 f Kitting processes
 f Order consolidation

Lightning Pick Order Sortation System

PUT-TO-LIGHT

https://lightningpick.com/products/put-to-light/
https://lightningpick.com/


Put-to-Light
Scan and Sort to Light
Upstream in the process, operators batch pick multiple 
orders simultaneously, picking all the items together into 
totes which will be sorted with put-to-light. Upon arrival 
at the put-to-light sorting area, or put wall, each item is 
scanned. This triggers the light-directed picking modules 
to illuminate at every put location where the item is 
required to complete the order.

After an order is filled, the module indicates that the 
order is complete and ready to ship.

Two Sided Put Walls
Our two-sided put wall option offers lights on the 
opposite side of the put wall or station to facilitate the 
packing process. By packing out on the back side of 
the put wall, workers achieve greater efficiencies due to 
continuous, flow-through put and pack operations.

About Matthews
Matthews Automation Solutions’ best-of-breed 
product for light-directed technologies, Lightning 
Pick, is the number one installed pick-to-light 
system in North America. Our pick-to-light, put-to-
light, pack-to-light, pick carts and other solutions 
optimize material handling processes — from 
manufacturing through order fulfillment.

Matthews Automation Solutions is a (MATW) Matthews International company. 
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Let’s talk about your application.

Lightning Pick Order Sortation System

Lights are associated with sort locations that 
correspond to individual orders.

Two-sided put wall for sorting and packing.
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